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LOST SONNETS 155–1



Some notes on individual lost sonnets from the series:

Lost sonnet 44 was made for the paperclip in Bill Manhire’s poem Fal-
seweed (Egg Box Publishing, 2015):

Now darkness brings out
the little paperclip

plus a clump or two
of scribblegrass –

Lost sonnets 110 and 119 were made for and from a line by Tom Jenks. 
The line ‘out there immaculate the sarcasm of rooks’ is from his long 
poem-sequence Spruce (BLART books 2015). 

Lost sonnet 126 is made from Shakespeare’s sonnet 76, which I found 
after searching the sonnets online for the word ’invention’.

Lost sonnet 127 was made from the profile page of my Twitter account 
Mercurial Sequitur-Sonnet (@inversequential).

Catherine Vidler, July 2018 

Making the lost sonnets

I began to make the lost sonnets after playing in Microsoft Word with the 
’insert shapes’ function. I inserted a diagonal arrow and then just copied 
and pasted it without really thinking. This small act revealed an interesting 
spatial arrangement between the two arrows which led to Lost sonnet 
1. The other vital ingredient to the series’ beginning was a state of mind 
that I was in – I was between series, feeling a little ’lost’ due to that, and 
also thinking about sonnets a lot, wondering whether I might try and 
write some. These feelings, combined with what I saw when I duplicated 
the arrow, created the conditions for all the lost sonnets that followed. In 
making the lost sonnets, I played extensively with both the transparent 
selection tool and the rotation tool in Paint. A central development in my 
process as I progressed into the series involved the cutting and pasting 
into a Paint screen of two arrangements of arrows I had made in Word, 
and then, using the transparent selection tool, rotating or otherwise re-
positioning those arrangements in such a way as to make a sonnet. I did 
a lot of ’rotate 180 degrees’! My use of rainbow colours came about via a 
thought that the 7 colours of the rainbow matched up nicely, sonnet-wise. 
I had a break from making the sonnets at 100, then started again, conti-
nuing to 155. The remainder of the series was created using the ”callout” 
shapes in Microsoft Word, and towards the end I reintroduced  arrows to 
the images. In the later part of the series the lost sonnets seemed to start 
to  ’overheat’, a phenomenon exhibited by the use of reds and oranges, 
until finally, a sort of burn out into sticks and ash occurred, exhibited in 
greys and black.



Thank you to the following editors and publishers in whose publications 
lost sonnets have appeared or will appear: Ken Hunt, Spacecraft Press; Anthony 
Etherin, Penteract Press; Andrew Taylor, M58; Xatherin Gonzalez, Steven Pérez 
& Barrett White, Tagvverk; Paul Hawkins, Hesterglock Press; Amelia Dale & A.J. 
Carruthers, SOd press. 

Heartfelt thanks to Joakim Norling for making a dream come true by creating 
this book of lost sonnets, for his tireless support and help, for all his vital creative 
input, and for making a beautiful book of asterisks to accompany the collection.



Da Lentini invented it. Petrarch popularised it. Wyatt and Surrey angli-
cised it. Shakespeare reconfigured it and Berrigan dismantled it. To this 
list of sonnet innovators, we must add Catherine Vidler, who has made it 
verbivocovisual. Vidler’s beautifully oblique, diagrammatic pieces remind 
us that poetry has always been a numbers game. Lost Sonnets is like wal-
king through a forest of winter trees on a clear, moonless night. Up above 
there are no clouds, only comets and constellations. This a work of sacred 
geometry and profound structural sorcery. Magic doesn’t always need 
words.
— Tom Jenks

Catherine Vidler’s Lost Sonnets explores the very edges of poetics where 
computers, programming scripts and spreadsheets collaborate to create 
the finest of poetry. Lost Sonnets confidently places Vidler’s writing next 
to Shakespearean, Petrarchan and Spenserian forms; here metrics and 
rhyme look beyond language into a visual form ranging across the map of 
potentiality. Soon we will all be writing Vidlerian sonnets.
— Derek Beaulieu


